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Guidelines for Universities  

on Producing an  

Accreditation Application 

(Resolution by the Accreditation Commission) 

 

 

Technical Information 

The following procedures have proven themselves in the handling of applications. We kindly request 

applicants to observe these: 

 

Please initially send us one printed copy of the Application to open the accreditation process plus an 

electronic version (email or CD-ROM). 

We only need the final version of your Application (i.e. the version that we forward to the peers) in an 

electronic version after the process has been initiated plus, as a rule, six printed copies.  

The Application should be spiral bound.  

The Application (including all Annexes, such as examinations regulations, diploma supplement, etc.) and the 

module manual should be separately bound. 

 

Please do not send us any lever-arch files. 
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Coversheet: accreditation Application  

Please provide a coversheet for the Reaccreditation Application in line with the following specimen: 

 

University  

Department/Faculty  

Dean  

Contact 
in the Department (Name, 
Address, Telephone, Fax, 
Email) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Title of the Study Programme:  

Final Degree Bachelor / Master of Arts / Engineering / Science 

Scientific Category [   ] Natural Sciences, Mathematics 

[   ] Engineering, Computer Science 

[   ] Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences 

[   ] Languages and Cultural Studies 

[   ] Social Sciences, Law, and Economics 

[   ] Art, Music, Design, Architecture 

Standard Time to Degree in 
Semesters 

 

Type of Degree Programme 

 

[   ] Undergraduate/First Degree [   ] Postgraduate 

[   ] other  

For Master's Programmes: 
Aspired Profile 

[   ] More research orientated 

[   ] More practice orientated 

When did the Study Programme 
Start?  

 

Type of Studies [   ] Full-time 

[   ] Career-integrated 

[   ] Part-time 

[   ] Distance studies 

[   ] Cooperative education  

[   ] Other(s):…………………………………………………………….. 

Tuition fees [   ] No      [   ] Yes 

Programme Website  
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I. University Profile and Structure 

The introductory chapter serves to provide the peers with a brief overview of the higher education institution, 

to present the general services that it offers beyond the individual study programme as such, and the 

position that the study programme or programmes has/have within the scope of the university's overall 

strategic planning. 

 

1. Please briefly outline the university's structure (faculties/departments, number and distribution of 

students, core teaching and research areas, university profile, etc.).  

2. What quality philosophy has the university developed in respect of its study programmes? (Possibly 

using the university's mission statement or other documents from the public domain.) 

3. If a university-wide quality assurance system for studies and teaching has been established: What 

measures are taken? How are consequences drawn from the results? What tasks do the 

faculty/department perform? 

4. What general support, advice and guidance-counselling services does the university offer the students?  

5. Does the university have a concept for the international orientation of its degree programmes? What 

aspects does this provide for? 

6. What is the study programme's position within the scope of the university's overall strategic planning? If 

the study programme is particularly supported by the University Executive, what does this support 

consist of? 

 

 

II. The Study Programme in the Context of the Department/Faculty 

This chapter aims to provide the peers with an insight into the organisational unit within which the degree 

programme is located. On the one hand, it should clearly show how responsibilities are shared between 

the various levels while, on the other, aiming to document the degree programme's immediate setting 

and surroundings. Particularly in the case of interdisciplinary degree programmes that cannot be 

reflected through the usual faculty or departmental structure, it may make sense at this point to present 

an organisational unit other than that of a department or faculty. 

A. Profile of the Department/Faculty:  

1. Please briefly outline the profile of the department/faculty. Is it a large or a small department/faculty? 

What internal branches exist (seminars, institutes, etc.)? To what extent has the department's/faculty's 

teaching and research profile changed since the previous accreditation? 

2. How does the programme fit into the department's/faculty's teaching profile? What other programmes 

are offered at the department/faculty? To what extent is the programme integrated into the 

department's/faculty's research profile?  
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3. To what extent does the department support and promote the internationalisation of studies (for 

example, through  cooperation agreements, consultative bodies, etc.)?  

B. Human and Material Resources at the Department/Faculty:  

1. Please briefly outline the human resources structure and distribution at the department/faculty.  

2. What material resources are available for running the study programmes (e.g. budgetary resources, 

possibly tuition fees, special facilities, such as archives, labs, associated institutes, etc.)? 

3. What criteria are applied when distributing the financial resources within the faculty/department?  

C. Organisational, Support, Advisory and Information Structure at the Department/Faculty 

1. How is the teaching at the department/faculty coordinated and agreed in terms of content and 

organisational structure (completeness, evaluation standards, prevention of overlapping, etc.)? What 

decision-making bodies, committees, etc. are involved in this? How often do these convene? 

2. What support, advice and guidance-counselling services exist for students at the department/faculty?  

3. What responsibilities and structures exist in respect of the organisation of assessments? 

4. How are academic achievements or qualifications gained at other higher education institutions 

recognised and how are achievements and qualifications gained outside the higher education sector 

recognised? Which procedures exist? 

D. Quality Assurance 

1. Besides the university-wide concept, does the department have its own quality philosophy and/or its own 

quality assurance system? If yes, please briefly outline this. 

2. In what intervals/cycles are the results of the quality assurance procedures discussed in relation to the 

study programme? Who takes part in these discussions? How are the insights gained used to optimise 

the study programme?  

3. What opportunities are available to teachers to enable them to advance their didactic qualities?  
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III. The Study Programme 

A. Quality Assurance 

1. Besides the university-wide and departmental quality assurance measures, are any other specific quality 

assurance measures planned or in operation for the study programme, e.g. to reflect the programme’s 

specific profile (career-integrated study programmes, distance studies programmes, e-learning 

programmes etc.) 

 

B. Qualification Goals and Study Programme Profile 

1. Qualification Goals  

1.1 Please briefly explain the study programme's central idea and qualification goals. 

1.2 Please explain in as much detail as possible what learning outcomes students are expected to 

achieve in respect of the whole study programme.  

2. Profile 

2.1 Does the study programme pursue any particular target profile (e.g. career-integrated studies, 

particular forms of teaching and learning, such as distance studies, etc.)? 

3. International Orientation 

3.1 Does the study programme have any particular international profile (e.g. joint degrees, double 

degrees, obligatory period abroad, explicit cooperation with foreign partner universities, teaching 

delivered in foreign languages, etc.)? 

3.2 What structures exist to support and facilitate the exchange of students and, possibly, teachers 

(e.g. specific advisory services, language courses, ECTS coordinator, rules on the recognition of 

examination achievements gained abroad, learning agreements, transcripts of records, etc.)? 

 

C. The Study Programme Curriculum  

1. Access and Admission 

1.1 What formal admissions requirements apply for the study programme?  

1.2 What specific conditions (e.g. knowledge level in the field of formal methodology, language skills, 

professional/career experience, or artistic talent, etc.) will apply to the study programme (this 

applies in particular to Master's programmes)? 

1.3 How are these requirements monitored and reviewed within the scope of the admissions process? 

1.4 What transition paths from other study programmes or recognition rules exist in the study 

programme in respect of recognising academic credits gained outside the applicant university? 

2. Please describe the study programme's curricular structure, its key elements and their function. (Please 

explain the central idea of the study programme's structure.) 
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3. Please present a chart of the ideal-typical programme pathway. The chart should clearly show the 

position and scope of the modules (in credits) contained in the programme pathway. Please, possibly 

subsequently, explain what study programme elements have a flexible time framework. 

4. The European Qualification Framework specifies which general qualifications graduates of Bachelor's or 

Master's or PhD programmes must have in the fields of "knowledge”, “skills” and “competence”. Please 

specify in greater detail to what extent the study programme provides these. 

5. If the programme uses a credit point system: in which way is this related to the European Credit and 

Transfer System (ECTS)? Please explain what principles apply when awarding credits calculating 

student workloads? 

6. What measures were undertaken to validate the defined student workload? What results have the 

relevant measures achieved (e.g. evaluations) in checking and reviewing the student workload? What 

changes have been made on the basis of these results.  

7. What assessment concept is the study programme based on (e.g. module assessment/continuous 

module assessment or differentiation between academic and assessment achievements or similar)? 

What forms of assessments are used? What is their background and how frequently are they used? 

8. For eLearning / distance studies programmes or study programmes with a substantial proportion of 

distance studies (= more than one third of the teaching offered):  

8.1 What forms of teaching and learning are used?  

8.2 What is the quantitative relationship of in-class to distance studies phases? How do the students of 

the study programme judge the ratio?  

8.3 Please explain how the in-class phases are organised. What proportion of in-class phases are 

used for invigilated exams?  

8.4 What specific learning outcomes are to achieved with the in-class phases? How do you ensure that 

the learning outcomes are achieved when in-class phases are not attended? 

8.5 How available are teachers for answering questions? Are there any particular organisational 

methods to assure that the communication, advice, support and guidance-counselling for students 

runs smoothly?  

8.6 Who draws up the course materials and ensures that the required adjustments are made (e.g. 

updates, etc.)? 

8.7 In eLearning programmes: What learning platform do you use? What technical support is 

available?  

 

 

D. The Programme's Career Field Orientation 

1. What career fields or what positions does the study programme aim to qualify students for? 
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2. In the study programme's planning or implementation did you take the (longer-term) requirements of 

possible career fields into consideration? What measures were taken in the planning and implementation 

of the study programme in order to elicit the necessary competencies and qualification profiles? To what 

extent were relevant stakeholders involved in the study programme's planning and enhancement?  

3. How do you keep up to date with where your graduates are employed or work?  

4. How do graduates assess the qualifications gained during their studies in respect of their employment?  

 

E. Advice, Support, Organisation and Information 

1. How are the responsibilities distributed in the study programme (is there a study programme coordinator, 

is somebody responsible for the modules, etc.)? 

2. What orientation and/or introductory events are planned for the study programme? 

3. What study programme specific support, advice and guidance-counselling services are provided for the 

study programme? Who is responsible for the advice?  

4. What other measures are used to actively support the students of the study programme?  

5. What information services are used to inform students about the study programme at hand? 

6. How do you ensure that the module manual reflects the current status at all times? To what extent is the 

current version of the module manual accessible to students?  

 

F. Resources 

1. How many students should, as per capacity planning, be accepted into the study programme? What is 

the intake cycle?  

2. Please use this specimen to list the positions that have been integrated into the study programme: 

Position Subject Held by 

Areas of teaching 

represented in the 

study programme 

Ending on  

Teaching load 

for the 

accredited 

study 

programme 

Other study 

programmes 

that are served 

Professorship / 

Lecturer 
Ancient History 

Prof. Dr. Fritz 

Muller 

Roman History, 

Numismatics 
31.12.20XX X hours 

Teaching 

degree 

programme 

History 

Master's in 

Classical 

Antiquity 
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3. Have the planned professorships and academic and non-academic staff positions been filled, 

announced, or is the appointments process  still in progress, or are positions marked "to be 

discontinued"? If positions are to be discontinued in the next 5 to 7 years, are they to be reappointed? 

4. If any contract lecturers are involved: How is the quality of the contract lecturers assured and, possibly, 

monitored? Have any concrete measures been taken in this respect during the accreditation term and 

have any consequences possibly been drawn? 

5. In what way are research activities linked to teaching in the programme (esp. Master's programmes)? 

What current research activities are relevant for the programme? 

6. To what extent do courses have to be provided for study programmes outside the department/faculty? 

7. To what extent is teaching for the accredited study programme imported from other 

departments/faculties? What kind of teaching does this involve? How do you ensure that the teaching is 

available (in this case, also see the statement by the University Executive)?  

8. Material resources: 

8.1. What amount of financial resources are available to the study programme (e.g. budgetary 

resources, external (third party) funding, possibly tuition fees, library budget, etc.)? 

8.2. What laboratories, premises, rooms, equipment, etc. is available for this study programme? How 

often is the study programme's technical equipment renewed?  

9. For study programmes that are jointly offered by various departments: How do you make sure that the 

provision of the necessary human and material resources is guaranteed? 
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IV. Annex: Statistical Data 

If the programme is already running, please provide some relevant data. If you want to comment on the data, 

please do so in the relevant section of the application. 

 

1.  Student Data (at study programme level)1 

1.1 Please document the development of student numbers for the study programme to be accredited.  

1.2 Including details on the length of studies, please document how many graduates have so far 

completed their studies.  

 

2. Workload calculations  

2.1 Please document the results of the workload calculations on the basis of the relevant documents 

(e.g. evaluation reports, minutes of talks and discussions, analyses of the learning diaries, and 

similar factors). 

 

3. Assessment results 

3.1 Please document the final grades for all graduates who have completed the study programme 

within the last five years. 

3.2 Please present a list of the last 50 final theses, thereby specifying topic and grade. If fewer than 50 

final theses have been produced so far, please submit a list of the final theses that have been 

written to date. A random selection of theses will be made from this list and should be presented for 

the audit inspection. 

 

4. Graduate surveys/destination analyses 

4.1 If structured graduate surveys have been carried out, please present the questionnaire(s) and a 

summary of the results. 

 

                                                      

1
 In the case of package accreditations, the data must be documented for each degree programme. 
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V. Annex: Module Description 

Example of a module description  

Module Title 

module code 

(if used) 

student 

workload 

X hours 

credits 

(ECTS) 

X 

semester 

X. Sem. 

frequency  

e.g. each semester, 

each winter-term, 

etc. 

duration 

X semester(s) 

1 Types of courses 

a) e.g. seminar 

b) … 

contact hours 

x hours 

independent study 

X hours 

class size 

X students 

5 Prerequisites for participation 

e.g. must have successfully completed module xy 

e.g. requires language skills at level xy 

2 Learning outcomes  

 

3 Subject aims 

 

4 Teaching methods 

e.g. project work, case studies, group work, lectures, discussions, etc. 

6 Assessment methods 

 

8 This module is used in the following degree programmes as well  

... 

... 

10 Responsibility for module 

 

11 Other information 
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VI. Annex: Descriptors European Qualification Framework 

Descriptors defining levels in the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) 

Each of the 8 levels is defined by a set of descriptors indicating the learning outcomes relevant to qualifications at 

that level in any system of qualifications. 

Level 

Knowledge 

In the context of EQF, knowledge is 

described as theoretical and/or factual 

Skills 

In the context of EQF, skills are 

described as cognitive (involving the 

use of logical, intuitive and creative 

thinking) and practical (involving manual 

dexterity and the use of methods, 

materials, tools and instruments). 

Competence 

In the context of EQF, competence is 

described in terms of responsibility and 

autonomy. 

Level 1  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

1 are 

o basic general knowledge  
o basic skills required to carry out 

simple tasks 
o work or study under direct 

supervision in a structured context 

Level 2  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

2 are 

o basic factual knowledge of a field of 
work or study  

o basic cognitive and practical skills 
required to use relevant information 
in order to carry out tasks and to 
solve routine problems using simple 
rules and tools 

o work or study under supervision with 
some autonomy 

Level 3  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

3 are 

o knowledge of facts, principles, 
processes and general concepts, in 
a field of work or study 

o a range of cognitive and practical 
skills required to accomplish tasks 
and solve problems by selecting and 
applying basic methods, tools, 
materials and information 

o take responsibility for completion of 
tasks in work or study 

o adapt own behaviour to 
circumstances in solving problems 

Level 4  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

4 are 

o factual and theoretical knowledge in 
broad contexts within a field of work 
or study 

o a range of cognitive and practical 
skills required to generate solutions 
to specific problems in a field of work 
or study 

o exercise self-management within the 
guidelines of work or study contexts 
that are usually predictable, but are 
subject to change 

o supervise the routine work of others, 
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taking some responsibility for the 
evaluation and improvement of work 
or study activities 

Level 5*  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

5 are 

 

short-cycle programmes 

o comprehensive, specialised, factual 
and theoretical knowledge within a 
field of work or study and an 
awareness of the boundaries of that 
knowledge 

o a comprehensive range of cognitive 
and practical skills required to 
develop creative solutions to 
abstract problems 

o exercise management and 
supervision in contexts of work or 
study activities where there is 
unpredictable change 

o review and develop performance of 
self and others 

Level 6**  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

6 are 

 

Bachelor’s programmes 

o advanced knowledge of a field of 
work or study, involving a critical 
understanding of theories and 
principles 

o advanced skills, demonstrating 
mastery and innovation, required to 
solve complex and unpredictable 
problems in a specialised field of 
work or study 

o manage complex technical or 
professional activities or projects, 
taking responsibility for decision-
making in unpredictable work or 
study contexts 

o take responsibility for managing 
professional development of 
individuals and groups 

Level 7***  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

7 are 

 

Master’s programmes 

o highly specialised knowledge, some 
of which is at the forefront of 
knowledge in a field of work or 
study, as the basis for original 
thinking and/or research,  

o critical awareness of knowledge 
issues in a field and at the interface 
between different fields 

o specialised problem-solving skills 
required in research and/or 
innovation in order to develop new 
knowledge and procedures and to 
integrate knowledge from different 
fields 

o manage and transform work or study 
contexts that are complex, 
unpredictable and require new 
strategic approaches 

o take responsibility for contributing to 
professional knowledge and practice 
and/or for reviewing the strategic 
performance of teams 

Level 8****  

The learning outcomes relevant to Level 

8 are 

 

PhD - programmes 

o knowledge at the most advanced 
frontier of a field of work or study 
and at the interface between fields 

o • the most advanced and specialised 
skills and techniques, including 
synthesis and evaluation, required to 
solve critical problems in research 
and/or innovation and to extend and 
redefine existing knowledge or 
professional practice 

o demonstrate substantial authority, 
innovation, autonomy, scholarly and 
professional integrity and sustained 
commitment to the development of 
new ideas or processes at the 
forefront of work or study contexts 
including research 
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